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The

ABSTRiA,CT

OF Impact of Tlesternization on the non-

Tlestern People
By:

Patrick I{. Xaphakdy

Abstract
On the global scale, Western values become the

symbols of dominant mentality, economic prosperity, and
possibly universal values. In general, Western values focus
on f ree market, democracy/ rul-es of law/ separation betraieen
church and state, individualism, and human rights. In the
past, ma j or Western countries tried to promote these val-ues
through their political
and economic influences on nonWestern countries and their people. According to many
moderate views of both Western and non-western scholars,
these values are considered positive / constructive, and
prerequisite for social and economic moderni zaLion of nonWestern countr j-es . Western values are primarily political,
but their effects spi11 over to social, cultural/ economic,
race relations, and managerial issues in every level of
society. WesterntzaLion inevitably undermines fulI
development of indigenous cultures and traditions of nonWestern people. Furthermore, it creates resentment among
non-western people toward western values and, fosters
racism and prejudice against non-Western people in Western
societies.
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IntroCuction
age to the modern era, the
impact of Western civil:-zation on both human proqress and
dignity has been enormous. The economic and military
dominance of Western powers have had influence on
indigenous cultures and traditions of non-Western people.
Even though. there are overlaps between Western and nonWestern cultures throughout histories, the differences are
still profound.
m'
I IIE^ terms "Western and non-Western Worlds are like
lumber-rooms of a term, a shapeless bag in which we
;umble together, to hasten nations, Ldces and
continents into two major groups. The Western World
refers primarily to the Western Europe, and North
American countries. The main usefulness is the
paradoxical unity of the Western European heritage
and its developed economy and the capitalist First
World" (WorsIey, p. 322) .
There are countries and people that are influenced hy
both Western and non-Vrlestern cultures and traditions. The
non-WesLern world mainly refers to the Asia Pacific,
Middle East, Africa regions, and other countries and their
ori-gina1 civiLrzations were not profoundly rooted from the
Vrlestern civiLtzation.
The term *Third World' countries
mai-nly ref er to non-Vrlestern, ex-cof onial , underdeveloped
countri-es.
In this paperr I focus on core val-ues of
westernization and their impact for non-Western people in
the Amerj-can workplace. However, there are exceptions that
certain countries, and people do not fit very welt into
eit.her western or non-western groups . Mas s media of ten
From the early industrial

-J

mentions Western groups r governments, cultures, or
corporations. For non-Western people, these refer to
Western values or westernization. Western values have
tremendous effecLs on the 91oba1, IocaI and individuallevels.
The impact of Westerni zation has become my research
interest because I am a non-Western person who has been
educated and has worked in a Western country. My great
educational opportunity has allowed me to explore the
effects of westerni zation on the perspectives of nonWestern people. I grew up in the re-education , or
concentration, camp of the communist country, Laos. I
witnessed both the pseudo-democracy, pro-Western and
regimes of the Laotian government. In
Communist dictatorial
addition. I am also a graduate student in the Master of
Arts in leadership program I a Laotian-American corTrmunity
activist and an employee of a maj or corporation in the
United States. In my paper, I incorporated other people's
points of view from my readlng of Iiterature.
The
applicatj-on of Westernization on feadership is discussed
for mutual- benefit to both Western and non-Western people.
The framework of analysis will explore the roots of
racism. Dinesh D'Souza argues that racism is rooted in the
notion of all cultures that show superiority when
encountering weaker ones. Coll-ette Guilf aumin def ines
racism in terms of deep unity of ideology, she describes as
a perceptual organtzaLion of the apprehension of sameness
and dif f erence " the crystall-i zed state of an imaginary, and
latent ideological organization". rt appears as a mode of
bioengineering of social thought, which renders difference
absolute by naturalizing it (wieviorka, p. 31 ) Tssues of
globa]-:-zation, international institutions
and universal
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values have to be addressed in the context of a
paternafistic system that follows the master-servant model.
The paternal-istic system rationalizes its rule in an
ideotogy of benevolent despotism and regards members of the
subordinate group as childish, immature, irresponsible,
exuberant, improvj-dent. inf erior but lovable as long as
they stay in "their place" (van den Berghe. p.21). The
relationshlp between the major Western colonizersr the
United States and former colonies foIIow this pattern,
through economic assistance and security arrangement in the
international arena. Why are the popular and business
cultures of the West considered by some writers to be
instrumental- factors to enforce the implied superior
mentality of Western people? This research will explore
whether or not the economic and scientific advancement of
the Western civiLtzation contributes to racism or superior
mentality. I will discuss issues of how the dominant
Western powers promote Westernization through their
international infl-uence and its impact on indigenous
cultures, their traditions, and modernizat ion of nonwestern countries and people. I wiII also raise the issue
of globallzation that is perceived to have originated from
the Western countries and how it affects non-Western
people. I will also address social, political
and
historical issues that non-Western people have faced in
developing countries. FinaIIy, the paper wiII draw together
recommendation for Ieaders who engage in both Western and
non-Western societies.
The first section of my research paper wifl focus on
the historical perspectives of Western civiltzation.
Then
I wil-l- discuss the prof ound root of racism and pre j udice in
both the Western and the non-Western ci-vi- Itzations . In the
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inal section of t.his paper I I will propose some
suggestions that can help both non-Western and Western
leaders overcome the negative impact of Westernization, and
suggestions that wiII raise awareness that can help each
individual to reconcile the cultural differences in the
workplaces and in coilImunities as well as in the
internat ional- arena .
f

Historical

Perspectives and Roots of Racism

From the 15th Century to the 1gth Century, the Western

World transformed itself from a traditional society to a
modern society through industrial invention and scientific
advancement (Huntington, p.2B ) . The superiority of their
cul-ture was self -evident: it was a total superiority of
over barbarism and superstition, not just an
'civiltzation'
economic superlority (Worsley, p. 1 6 ) " As a result, the West
hecame the most prosperous civiLtzation
in the worId.
During the Industrial Age, Western Europe showed that
economic prosperity produced national wealth, liberalism,
culLural pride and belief of the racial superiority. Racism
was also congiruent with capital-ist exploitation such as
slavery in the New World and colonial expansion. These were
desired to exploit non-European people. rn addition, the
egalitarian and l-lbertarian ideas of the Enghtightenment
spread by the American and Erench revolution conflicted
with racism, but they also paradoxicalty dichotomize
humanity between human and sub-human, between the civ j- Ii zed
and the savages (van den Berghe, p.78) .
This achievement made Western people find it
difficul-t to give an explanatlon for why over the same
period, their societies seemed to have accomplished so much
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and other societies were stiIl backward or even primitj-ve
(D' Souza, p.522). It led Western people to believe that
the backwardness of other civiLtzations enforced the
percept j-on of non-Western inf eriority.
It seemed that the
Darwinian notion of competition created winners and losers.
As a result, it fostered the image of Western superiority
over others.
During colonial expansion, Ddrwinism provided the
ideological weapon for race as well as class rule that
promoted racism (Wieviorka, p.21). Charles Darwin pubtished
his finding in The Origin of Species, and The Descent of
Man in 1 B 5 9 . In these books, the idea of evolut ion
profoundly affected the thinking "survival- of the fittest,"
that developed the hierarchical classification
of alt
humans based on intelligence,
hiological character and
ci-vil:-zation. Darwin's theory of evolution and his
oh j ectivity
of studies played crucial roles in val-idating
racism (Knoebel, p.350-351). Racism is also based on
elaboration of various myths such as civiL:_zations, human
intelligence and cultures. It integrates these various
elements into a single image and organizing a
representation of national or racial- origin (Wieviorka, p.
31).
People have a tendency to regard strang.ers as
treacherous/ untrustworthy, of the outer group who they
consider socia1ly, racially different from them ( Camphell
& Levine, p.19-20) . rn order to gain trust, newcomers
have to give up some of their traditional values and
cultures, and then assimilate with dominanL groups. When
we speak of a " dominant culture" this does not mean one
culture that is superior to others, but rather the culture
that moulds the lives of the dominant groups in the

l
contemporary world (Santa Ana, ?.95) For newcomers/
assimilation can be a dead end. It is not easy for
newcomers to give up their own cultures and values; they
often retai-n certain principal values and traditions. That
l-eads to culture shock or breakdown. To maintain a
peacef ul coexistence, pe ople should promote acculturati-on
that focuses on becoming familiar and comfortable with the
ability to function within a different culture or
environment while retaining one's cultural identity
( Simons; Vazquez & Harris,
p. 6 ) .
Furthermore, t.he tendency of racial hostility has
been endemic in human societies. According to D'Souzaf it
appears stronger in the more backward societies, and
weaker i-n the more advanced societies (D' Souza, p. 519 ) .
The racial tension tends to increase when social and
economic conditions deter j-orate . The expans ion of European
power through trade and global exploration encouraged
Western people to look down on weaker cultures of nonWestern people (van den Berghe, p, LL6) .
AII cultures are ethnocentric and begin with the
notion of supremacy, but powerful cultures that encounter
simp1er and weaker societies are strengthened in their
convictions of superiority (D' Souza, p.530).
Ethnocentrism is the technical name for this view of
things in which one's own group is the center of
everything, and all oLhers are scaled and rated with
reference to it (Campbell & Levine, p. B) . According to
Banton, racism is **the dogma that one ethni_c group j_s
condemned by nature to congenltal inferiority
and another
group is destined to congenital superiortLy" (Banton. p.
t] . ) Since the 19th Century , Tdcism has become a cent.ral
dynamic of western culture, rn non-western countries,
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racism is in the embryonic stage because it is primarily
based on the religious, social and cultural distinction
(Essed, p. L2-13).For example, the Caste system is the
Indian cul-ture that is surely similar to racism in the
West. In the West, racism is based on the biological
influenced by scientific rationality,
characteristic,
enforced by a legacy of slavery and the gforious past of
Western civilization.
According to Slavery existed from
the ancient time in other civil_:-zations, but it never
commercialized into a large scale of slavery
trade (Bantorr, p17 ) .

Dominance of Western Powers in the International

Institutions
Racism is al-so between power holders and the

powerless. It is easier for powerful nations to impose
their values and cultures on weaker nations or their
people (Makinda, p.7-9) . The term "West" is largely vaguer
but the discussj-on is focused primarily the United States
and other major European colonizers. The Western powers
Iargely dominate the international institutions
such as
t.he united Nations, the world Bank and rnternational
Monetary Fund. The West has dominated these international
politica1Iy,
institutions
economically and militarlly.
It
has the means and determination to propagate its values
more effectively than the non-western states. The West
uses the int.ernationaf institutions,
ffiilitary might and
economj-c resources to protect its national interests,
global stability and to expand the Western values globalIy
(worsrey, p. 323-325 ) . As a resurt, the vitar concerns of
non-Western countries are of t.en ignored. The unwritten

I
goal of these institutions is to make sure that Western
values are incorporated in non-Western societ ies .
Symbols of Western dominance in the International
Arena
Most headquarters of the international financial
institutions
are f ocated in the West. These internati-onal
institutions
subsequently represent the dominant role of
Western counLries in world affairs.
The United Nations,
the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund
headquarters are Iocated in the united states. These
institutions
are long-standing pillars of American
inf luence and provj-ding critical
support to u. s f oreign
poficy obj ectives (Spero, p.2\4-2LG) . Other smaller
international institutions
are mostly located in the
capitals of the Western European countries. These are the
symbol of Western dominance in World affairs and
superiority of the Western CiviLtzation.
fn many parts of
the world, people have noL been as successful in resisting
the power of the World Bank. In addition, "the
environmental impact of the IMF-WorId Bank on the South
has been as devastating as the economic and social impact.
on people and societi-es" (Prigoff, p.156) . Therefore,
these financial inst.itutions have powers to impose on
borrowers to adopt economic and social- policies that are
considered suitable for development. rn addition,
Permanent Security Council members of the United Nati-ons
mostly dominated by the European and North America
continents, except china. The large sizes and huge
population of rndia, Braz:-l, and the economic superpower
of Japan should mean that they are included to serve in
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the Permanent Security Council. The status quo of Western
dominance in the Permanent Security Council clearly
contradicts the principle of equal representation.
Some non-Western countries believe that the U. S and
other maj or Western powers have manipulated the United
Nations. Many non-Western countries view the Universal
Human Rights Decl-aration as a conspiracy of the Western
natj-ons t.hat try to impose values on others societies
(Makinda, p. B-9) . Non-Western people often see themselves
Ieft out in the decision-making process. In the
international politics, Western people are allowed to make
crucial issues with little
concerns of non-Western people.
Even though, the intent.ion of the West is constructive,
non-Western people often perceive it as a practice of
imperialism.
Non-Western countries often became laboratories of
the games between rivals of the superpowers during the Cold
War. The loss of human life and property of non-Western
World were enormous during the Cold War and during the
World Wars-especially Europe. The regional conflicts
mostly occurred in non-Western nations. The Western powers
behaved like the Godfathers who encouraged their nonWestern al-l-ies to fight each other with mifitary and
financial supports from the West (Nossiter, p. 118L27) .Nossiter argues that. the CoId War benefited the West
because regional conflicts kept non-Western countries and
it s people poor and dependent to the West and were unabl-e
to challenge the West economically.
The major Western powers often prioritized
their
nati-onal interests over some vital concerns of the weaker
non-WesLern countries. Non-Western people have to
sacrifice some of their traditions, values and institution
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for the sake of Western interests (Makinda, p. 4-1) . To
summar:. zet the western powers have the means to create an
environment that the other non-Western states have to
operate. For example, the United States helps to create
the Asian Development Bank (ADB) that lay foundation for
sustainable economic growth in the Asian Pacific region.
Over the last 30 years, the Asian Development Bank has set
the stage for founding Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation
(APEC). The APEC and ADB play an important role in support
of American companies and investors by creatlng a
favorable envj-ronment that allows them to compete
successfully in the growing Aslan markets (Spero, p.2L4ZLS) . Before the Asian Crisis, Japan wanted to set up the
regional fund for Asian countries. The United States and
major Western powers shot it down, because rt would
undermi-ne the role of IMF; and the West believed that the
reform would not go far enough if handled by the Asian
partners (Wade, p. 31 1-313) . If the fund had been
establ-ished, 1t would definitely have helped to reduce the
As j-an crisis.
The International- Monetary fund is strictly
operated at the wil-l of the Western maj or powers. Even the
IME criticized
its own recent operations in Asia for
protecting foreign lenders at great cost to borrowing
countries and their citizens (Calomiris & MelLzer, p. BB ) .
The West totally ignored the complaints from Southeast
Asian governments and their people about social costs that
should be taken into consideration when throwing workers
into streets without a social safety net at all (Hoy,
p.59-72) .
The World Bank is supposed to be impartial in terms
of lending loans to developing countries, but it operates
partially in the interests of multinational corporatj-ons
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and the superpower. The World Bank is not independent of
its member qovernment. Its decisions are the direct result
of votes by its member governments, representatives and
voting power is concentrated in the hands of a few nations,
particularly the United States and mal or Western European
countries (Calomiris & Mel-Lzer, p. 94 ) . Since its f ounding
the Worl-d Bank has been under the inf luence of it s largest
shareholders-the Unites States. It can lend money to its
allies, while opposing lending to its foes. The president
of the World Bank is always from the United States, and the
IMF' s managing director is always from the European Union.
Both institutions
are operated in the secretive
environment, and without public and professional- scrutiny.
The rules and institutional
arrangements that qovern the
Bank and IMF are widely seen as reflecting the interests of
t.he most powerful- countries (12 ) . The United States,
European countries and Japan are the largest contributors
and have 55% of the vote in the executive board of the
World Bank. The United States Treasury has used its
considerabfe power and influence to achieve its foreign
policy ob;ectives even over the objections of senior staffs
of country experts within IMF (WeIIons, p.97-98). In
contrast, non-Western countries obtain far less votes. For
the International Monetary Fund, the United States has 272
of the vote. The contribution of non-Western countries
recently make up about 40% of total- fund, but the votinq
right is a lot lower than that (Hoy, p.68) . Therefore, nonWestern countries have tittle
l-everage in these
international instituti-ons .
In the early 1980s, under the World Bank's StructuralAdlustment Plan, loan recipient countries were required to
reform their governments for sustainable economic growth
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and good governance ( Prigoff, p. 158 ) . In the debt
reduction program, it rarely put the human faces into
consideraLion. As a result, ffidlnutrition, school dropout
increased in
amongi children and poverty significantly
developing nations. Some countries had to use 25 to 50% of
their export earning to pay debt (Hoy, p.53-54) . The per
capita gross domestic product (GDP) doubled in the ten
richest countries 1n the world between 1985 and 1995, it
fell- by 30% in the worl-d's ten poorest countries. In
addition, the gap in income per capita between the richest
and poorest countri-es grew f rom a multiple of 10 to a
multiple of 430 during the periods of Structural Adjustment
policy began to impose throughout the world (Ugarteche,
p.22). This policy was to create a good climate for
business investment, but voice of the suffering was not
heard. Developing countries should be free to adopt the
economic polices of their choice, not as is frequently
charged policies imposed by the IME as the agent of the
United States government (Sachs, p.29-33).
Im

osin

lVestern Va1ues on Others

^ early missionary work was not always respected in
the l-ocal culture of the people and the right of every
people to develop according to traditional culture (Gheddo,
p.12) . The missionary people often helped the most
vulnerable and least educated groups of people. When people
converted to a new religion, it developed the profound
change in people lives. It affected the relationshrp
between people and their cofirmunity. According to Christian
Teachingf once people become Christian, they cannot believe
j-n other religions.
For example, non-western peopre who
."L-

I- IIU
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used to be Buddhists, and then converted to Christian; it
cannot go to the Buddhist temple and worship Buddha
anymore. Rel-igion is the heart of culture. When people
converted to other reliqions those people were not
completely cut off from a traditional way of lives. As a
resul-t, it created a situation of spirituaf dilemrna and
isol-ation.
In addition, Western powers tried to promote Western
values as the t*Lrniversal va1ues." If the non-Western people
want. to achieve prosperity, they had to adopt Western
values into their f orms of government, society and cul-ture
through conditions of receiving techni-cal and financial
assistance from the Western governments (Makinda, p. 1-9) .
The American presumption is that any regi-mes that do not
confirm to Western and more particularly American
conceptlon of human rights is tyrannical and illegitimate
( Kessler,
p. 38-39 ) . Western attitude toward the Asian
val-ues often perceives a cul-tural imperialism that is hard
to distinguish from racism (Gray I P. 51 ) . It is
systematically a dictation of using the Western standard to
measure the progress of other cj-villzations.
The West often
uses the "carrot and stick" strategy to put pressure on
other countries complying with the west's objectives.

The social and Economic Failures of Non-western
VilorlC

A slgnificant transformation of economy required a
revol-ution of ideas in social structures and commerce
(Gheddo, p.51) . The mass education and highly educated
workforce were very critical to stimulate evolutional ideas
of industrial tzaLion and moderni zaLion.
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Industriali zaLion requires converging nature to serve human
During the period of Industrial Age, the West had
benefit.
large population that were educated and very prepared for
the technical- and social- transformation. Mentality of the
West was to conquer nature and saw nature as to serve
human.

The industrial stage of the West emerged from growth
of bourgeois or civil society and from the liberal
revolution within it. As a result, it created a strong
society that facilitated
their objective and activity
through particlpatory citj-zenshlp. In contrast, the nonWestern states were designed to serve the need of elites
and ruling classes who were 1oyal to the Western colonizers
partlcipation of the popular mass
and excluded political
(Kessler, p. 46-41 ) . During the colonial- period, social and
political
structures of non-Western countries were not
established for moderni zaLion because the maj ority of
popul-ation had no acces s to education . Good governance and
meritocracy were not the ob;ectives of the Western
colonizers. The west had failed to empower a malority of
people through providing education. Education would
eventually free people from the ruling class and education
encouraged people to thlnk that the economic development
was not something was imported from the West. Non-Western
people must seek its own formula for development. That
means that non-Western cultures, traditions and Western
val-ues have to blend together to create the new model to
fit the situation of individual country and people.
When these countries such as many Southeast-Asla and
African countries gained independence from their
colonizerst the ruling class of non-Western countries tried
to keep the colonial system of governance the same. The
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col-onial system inhibited the participatory citizenship
t.hat was crucial to the process of moderni zaLion. Af ter
many decades of development, many non-Western countries
stil-l- have faced enormous problems of poverty, population
expl-os ion, illiteracy
and high rate of j-nf ant mortality.
These problems created a stigma that non-Western people
could not progress socially and economically. when the
dlfferent gap of development between the First World and
the Third worl-d was so large, it created the notion of
comparison between the Western and non-Western
civiLtzations.
Economic prosperity has a profound effect on
the pride of a civiltzation
of any race or people. Without
significant economic progress of non-western nations,
tension between two main civiltzations
wilt continue.
The Western society was portrayed as comprising
highly educated workf orce, incorrupt governments and rul-e
of law. In contrast. the non-Western World was perceived
to be poorf corrupt, backward and lawless societies. This
percept j-on led to bias and pre j udice about other people.
In the business world, perception reflects a reality that
creates the barriers for people to see the truth. The
inferior image of non-Western people will effect hiri^g,
promotion t climbing social-economic ladder in the wesLern
societies as well as international organ tzaLj-ons
.

Mixed Results of Forei-gn Assistance
During the Cold War r lrrd j or Western European countries
saw foreign aid as a vehj-cle for restitution,
of righting
past wrongs, of huying pardon. with the stew of American
intentions, the international aid process was used to
foster humanitarian policies curtail the Soviet influence
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and develop the market for Western goods and strategic
calculation (Hoy, p.28) . International aid to the
developing countries are often wasted in hands of the rich
and powerful groups of people instead of serving the poor
and unf ort.unate people . furthermore I the f inancial
assistance helped to silence the voice of the oppressed,
and prolonged corrupt regimes of the pro-Western
governments (Hoy, p. 146) .
In the current pofitical climate of the U. S
International Development Agency; the focus on every aid
dollar is justified taxation. The United States security
interests are often closely Iinked to the internal
pol-iticaI, economic and social health of individual
countries and regions in the developing world (Nossiter,
p.115-115) . It can he argued that aid is not evaluated in
terms of the benefits to developing countries, but rather
in terms of how it helps the United States' own selfinterest (Hoy, p.39-40). Therefore, Western governments
have strong attachments to the tangible and intangible
benefits of financial assistance.
Western people often have mixed perceptions of
foreign aid. They view foreign aid parallel to the U.S
wel-fare system that created the dependency attitude and
wasteful tax dol-l-ars. This perception was partly right. In
some developing countries, corruption is rampant. As a
result, there is llttle
progress to lift the living
standard of average people. On the contrary, it only
created more opportunity for the rich to do business and
exploited resources at the expense of the poor. In
addition, it did not foster the mentatity of self-reliance
and drive for economic prosperity.
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The unintended consequence of foreign assistance was
that, it created a dependent attitude of rulinq class of
non-Western countries that the West would come to rescue
them when they seek assistance (Gheddo. p.65) . There is
Iittle
evidence that aid promotes "social health" of

recipients; to the contrary, it reinforces the status quo
of third worl-d regimes that nations' social health depends
on large-sca1e reforms (Nossiter, p.116). ft was a dilemma
that the West. did not want to be perceived as a colonialmaster by holding too much accountability. At the same time
if the West did not impose the accountability of aid
recipients at all, it would waste money into corruption by
public of f icial-s and a ruling class.
Complex Probl-ems

of Non-Western Developinq

Countries
The West oversimplified the fundamental problems of
underdevelopment or sl-ow progress in the gIobaI south. The
problems were not totally about money or capital they were
al-so about culture. f n many non-Western countries, manual
work or physical labor was considered inferior.
People who
used their head were considered superior. The ruling elites
often impressed ot.hers with their aristocracy by insisting
that they had never worked in their entire rives. As a
result, it promoted a culture that had no emphasis on

importance of labor.
The lack of progress in economic development could
not be blamed on race but political and economic systems.
t'The person is the initiator
of development, but
underdevelopment is not the result of a deficiency in
person" ( Gheddo, p . 3 0 ) rn many developing countries of the
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non-hlestern worldf societies have not significantly
transformed because the eflte group did not want to lose
power. Economic development is not something that can be
imported from the Western world, it is a process which must
be undertaken by int.ernal force through education, the
changing mentality, social- structure, dlgnity of work,
political maturity.
Furthermore/ the West relied on personal
relationships with non-Western Ieaders. As a resultr nonWestern countries were ruled by the men, instead of ruled
by the laws. When the person ruled the society, it had the
tendency to promote cronyism, nepot.ism and corruption.
Most importantly, it prevented the talented people to rise
through meritocracy. The West has to be more aggressive to
promote clean government and to remove aII opportunities
for corruption instead of promoting lukewarm democracy
(Mosley, p.43-44).
In many devefoping countries, politicians of the
ruling classes often used cronyism, IocaI Ioyalty, porkbarrel politics, vote buying and even intimidation to qet
elected. As a result, they only elec+--ed politicians who
wanted to maintain traditions and were antagonistic to
moderni zaLion. These politicians,
public officials,
and
businessmen displayed enormous wealth that cannot attribute
to their legitimate activities,
hard work and business
acumen. As a result, it discourages average people to work
hard, pursue innovation and create an economic system that
can generate wealth and sustainable economic development
(Scott, P. 265-269) . According to Scott, there were clean,
good and visionary people, but they hardly got elected to
carry out the pofitical,
social and economic reforms. To
summarLZet it is suggested that the mentality of good
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governance, democratic values did not imbed in the mind of
many non-Western traditional
politicians.
Without good
governance and participatory citizenship. the economic
prosperity and social progress cannot be achieved.
The process of modernizaLion is Iargely
material-istic. The ruling class of non -Western countries
promoted a consumption aspect of economy through their
appetite of Western houtique , f ashion, and l_i f estyle
(Gheddo, p.61) . As a result, it promoted buying the luxury
items that did not foster an industrial- base in the
countries. Non-WesLern countries had to import expensive
goods, but they continued to export cheap raw materials.
Leaders shoul-d focus on promoting the inner drlve of nonWestern peopl-e' s " can do attitude" with Western or outside
heIps. Leaders of many devef oping countries shoul-d promote
the obsession with the wel-fare of people instead of an
obsession with staLus, power and wearth ( scott, p .21 3)

Effects of westerntzation on societies and the
Business Culture of the West: implication and
manaqement

.

Non-western people were often labeled as l-ess
competent , ot not as competent as the Western counterparts
to handle crucial issues of world affairs. On the local or
corporate 1eve1, this domino effect would spiII over to
Western corporations and societies.
Some Western managers
are more likely to assign the less crucial_, Iess risktakingf more routine projects to non*western people. rn
opposite side of this issue, some Western managers will be
more 1ike1y to give more crucial-/ more risk*taking
projects to the western or white European people
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(Wieviorka, p.10) . In the hlstorical aspect, the Western
people already had an advantage over the non-western
people because of the glorious past of the Western
civi Ltzation.
Most minority groups do not fit into the culture of
dominant people. In organi zaLions or mainstream society,
culture and values are operated in the sustaining system
that expects people to conform to dominant norms. rn
contrast, minority groups or immigrants have been exposed
to their traditional cul-tures and values in nurturing
sysLem through their cofllmunity and home environment.
(Asford, Lectroy & Lortie, p.4-5) . They often come into
the cultural and val-ue conflict when these two svstems are
not compatible.
The stereotypes surrounding the talents of a
particular raclal group undermine many young non-western
peopl-e's consideration of breaking career norms of white
men. rn the NBA, prayers are mostly black men who use
physical talent under the rules of the game that are set
by white men coaches or managers. Stereotypes racially
create the unbalance pool of talented people . As a result,
it discouraged non-white people from studying or training
that woul-d aIl-ow them to break the barriers. society
hardly sees African-American men becoming coaches or
managers of professional- sports, but there is no shortage
of white men to be coaches or managers. This mentalit.y has
an enormous influence in promotion and hiring practice.
V{hat people see in sports relates to the business world.
African-Americans often see themselves stereotyped
int.o rol-es t.hat prevent them f rom moving ahead. They f ind
themsel-ves up against barriers that are often based on the
assumption t.hat they are less lntelligent
and less capable
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than whites (Shipler, p.59)
Even the most competent h1ack
people will have a tough time being managers. If they are
hired, t.heir white col-leagues or supervisors wiIl questj-on
their competency. This is not l-imited to black and white
race relations, buL it j-ncludes the entire non-Western
civi l:-zat ion .
Stereotypes create barriers for non-Western people
who are choosing the field of academics. There are not a
lot of people who have enough courage to challenge the
status quo, or who are willing to take extra efforts to
prove that they are as compet.ent and tal-ented as Western
people. Without a large pool of non-Western people who
pursue studj-es in the underrepresented field of management
or leadership, the trend of seeing white people, as
managiers and non-Western people as low-leveI workers wil-1
continue in the foreseeabl-e future.
In Wall- Street corporate values, westernizaLion
plays an i-mportant role 1n hiring, promotion and practice.
Non-Western people have profoundly different worldviews
that do not f it with the Western busi-ness culture.
For
example, t.he corporate stigma of Asian Americans is of ten
perceived as '* a good horse but not a racing horse" in the
competitive business world. This means Asians are not
cofltmercially aggressive enough in the stiff competition of
the business world. rt concludes that Asians are good
scientists or engineers but they are not good enough to be
managers.

Impact of Globali za-.ion
Global:-zation seems to be a cofirmercial interest of
the maj or Western powers . The West views globali zation
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profoundly differently from non-western people. On
globaLtzation, the West focuses on free trader economics
interdependencer movement of capitai-s and services at the
rapid pace, and wide spread of information technology
(Makinda, p.4) . In the non-Western wor1d, the unconscious
goal of globaLtzation is to expand Western values that
potentially threaten the survival of indigenous culture,
and identity of non- western people . As a result, the
smaller and weaker non-Western states with littIe
resources
have to adapt hesitantly to Western values in order to
survive in the globaI village.
From a non-Western perspective, globaltzation can
cause alienation because people feel apathetic and
powerless from social dislocation. Non-Western people often
feel 11ke outsiders of the global village and have little
influence or cont.rol- in the trend of global economy
(Dauman, p.233-236) . The negative impacts of globaLtzation
on the western society are the rising tide of racism,
nationalism, and xenophobia because the social structure
has crumbled and national identity and culture is
threatened. The western people see globaL,,zation as
increasingly economic competitj-on from non-western
immigrants. rt created the new class "poor white" that is
the victim of social change. The "poor white" regards
immigrants as scapegoats. As a result, the Western society
built social and racial barriers to keep at arm's length
the "dangerous class", which immigrants are widely
considered to bel-ong (Wieviorka, p. 10-11) .
The overwhelming power and influence of the West
makes it very hard for non-Western people to have an equal
playing field.
It is to help multinational corporations to
penetrate the new market and create the right to move their
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companies' operations to any places for business advantage.
A large number of Third Worl-d states have fail-ed to compete
successfulty in the contemporary Western dominated world
order ( FuIIer, p. 14 B ) . For the small countries,
globaLtzation will wipe out their culture slowly, and will
fegitimize Western values as the path to economic
pro sperity .
Globaltzation redefines the sovereignty of states and
security that advocate universality, homogeneity, and
altering the identities and interests of individuaf sLates
(Makinda, p.6) , The non-western people see globalization
as a new era of coloni zaLion in the information age.
Radical groups of non-Western people such as the Musl-im
fundamentalist often engage in violent, terrorist
activities because people have a sense of fear and
insecurity that threat the survival of their orthodox
interpretation of Islam. Even some western countries, like
France crj-ticize globaL:_zation because it has potential to
impact and wipe out weaker cultures.
HoIlywood movies and WalI Street corporate vafues
promote globaLtzation and maintaining the market dominance
in the Third World for their own henefit.
For example,
HolIywood movj-es portray high tech military systems of the
United States arms forces to ensure the global dominance
in the miritary industry. rt does this by enhancing
people's belief that the U.S has superior weapons. On the
contrary, 1t also promotes the primitiveness of nonWestern tribal people in order to enforce the superiority
of Western civiLtzation.
Multinational corporations lobbied for free trade in
information technology, but they were unwilling to open
their market f or agriculture products f rom the Third Worl_d.
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Agricul-turaI products are the only products that give
underdeveloped countries a comparable advantage to compete
in the Western market. Agricul-tural products account for
less than 5 eo of the total output of the Western economy,
but account f or about 30 Z of devel-oping countries' output
(Hoy, p.29). It is clear that the West's free trade agenda
pursues self-interests
rather than promoting economic
prosperity for non-Western people.
The current pace of change is too fast; it will
potentially wipe out the local culture. Survi-vaf in the
global economy depends on ability to access information.
rn the west, the rnternet is widely accessible. rn some
poor countries, however, the Internet is out of reach for
average persons. Some dictatorial
governments of nonWestern countries view Internet accessibility as a threat
to their regimes. Wit.hout updated inf ormationr non-Western
people cannot adapt. appropriately to fit the situations.
The West argues that globaLrzation wil-I help non-Western
countries ga j-n acces s to huge markets and technology of the
West. This is partlally true if the ma j ority of averagie
people have access to the update information and technology
of the rnternet. on the contrary, the west has an upper
hand in terms of exercising power, and capitaLtzing the
opportunit y .
English has become the language for business, and a
medium of communication in the international arena.
Knowledge of English is essential for pursuing
modernizaLion. If the non-Western world wants to promote
trade, investment and economic growth policy, they have to
learn English. fn the information age, English is the most
widery used language on the rnternet. The benefit of
knowing English outweighs negative consequences/ but we
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need to identify those unintended outcomes. For example,
non-Western cultures and tradltions will be under the
influence of the West. Secondly, the expansion of native
language will he l-imited. The creativity of new words in
naLive languages will depend on how often people use native
language. Since language is the heart of cul-ture, the full
development of native language wiII be in jeopardy, and
traditional culture may be subject to decline or face
extinction.
In the non-Western wor1d, knowing English provides
higher social- status in societies. The rich and middl-e
class send their children to be socialized, learning
Engl-ish in the West, which consider being vital to their
future (WorsIey, p. 332- 333 ) . It enforces the superiority of
Western culture. Therefore, knowing English is the ticket
to success in non -Western countries. In the business
culture, p€ople often prej udge your knowledge and
competency through how well you cornmunicate in EngIish.
People who speak English as thelr second language are often
Iooked down upon. In the worse case, speaking English with
accent can reduce a chance of employment, promotion and
gaining trust from supervj-sors.
The United States is becoming more diverse because of
the significant increase of immigrants from none Engl-ish
speaking countries. People will encounter new comers who
speak English as second language or who the use their
mother tongue with their native fellows in the workplaces.
The misunderstanding and cultural clash can occur
throughout the organizations. It is unwise to assume that
people who speak English as second Ianguage are forei-gners
hecause some of them are citizens of Western countries. In
addition, it is also unwise to assume that level of
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mastering English is related to technical competency
ability to handle the assigned tasks.

and

the West Defines Knowledge?
The cul-ture of Western institutions
narrowly defines
knowredge. rn fact, there is no one absolute kind of
knowledge or truth, hut j-nstead knowledge is prurar,
perspective, and largely socially constructed (Mehta,
p.152-153). There are two kinds of knowledge: technical
peopre are
know-how and knowredge about attributes.
perceived to be knowledgeable and are associated with
technological- know-how of their country (Mehta, p. 152 ) .
The pride of ethnicity depends on the Lechnorogical
development of those countries. Since the West pioneered
in science and technorogy, it gained credibility
and
prestige.
However, it al-so created a culture that looked down
upon the educational- systems and technological achievements
of non-Western countries. The educational background and
training from non-Western countries is considered inferior
or worth littl-e when they come to the West. These empJ-oyers
view t.he experiences of non-Western people who came to
study in the leading universities of the west, and who then
returned to their home countries as inferior to the
experiences of Westerners . When they immigrate to the West,
they hardly find j obs that are considered related or
equivalent to their experiences in their home country
because their work experiences in the non-Western World are
not equivalent to the Western World.
How

Reactions toward Western LZation

2B

The Western powers overemphasize their values through
media, and these values lead to resentment. It is true
that democracy, human rights and the rule of laws
originated from the West, but the ideas have evolved,

adapted and modified to fit into dj-verse cultures and
societies ( I kenberry, p . t62) . During the post colonialperiod/ non-Western countries focused on moderni zation
and selectively borrowed some
through industrializing
values from the West. The non-Western countries adapted
these values to flt the local culture and environment of
to modernize
their individual- country. It is difficult
without some adoption of Western values and culture and to
sort out the useful- ones and to strengthen their own
cul-ture identity. As a result, the mixed systems of
Western elements and non-Western cultures are found in
many parts of the world.
After gaining independence from the Western powersl
the non-western countries focused on modernizaLion, but
they were not necessarily westernized. ModerntzaLion and
Westerni zation are not two sides of the same coins .
Countries that belong to other civiLtzations can progress
economically without adopting western lifestyles
(Neckermann, p. 315-317 ) .
Moderni zation also helps to promote a resurgience and
commitment to lndigenous culture.
It also encourages
people to have pride in thelr own culture and heritage.
People become more assertive about their heritage that

Ieads to revitalizing
their indigenous culture such as
resurgence of Asian values and IsIam fundamentalism
(Huntington, p. 37-38 ) . Throughout the MusIim wor1d, people
react against Westernization; they think that it wiII erode
their cultures. Asian societies search for values of their
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indigenous culture of hard work and discipline that is
related to their economic success. They try to make a
comparison between their cultures and the West's.
Asserting Asian values is partly the reaction to
westernization and universalism. Today, East Asians
at.tribute their dramatic economic development not to their
import of Western culture, but to their adherence to their
own cul-ture (Neckerman, p. 317 ) . They assert their
successful story because they are different from the west
and feel that they have found their own formula for
economic development. In addition. the rationatrty of
economic growth and industrial societ ies should a1l-ow
people to visuali ze the contradiction,s , pdradoxes , and
benefits of modern:-zation. People have developed the
resistance and force that give them strength to struggle
for their cultural existence not for the sake of sociat and
economic process/ but from the reserves of strength that
they find in the traditional cultural values of their
heritage, which they originalry beronged (santa Ana, p.g4).
Native people of many devefoping countries also
adopted a Western style of democracy such as Malaysia and
fndia. They took advantage of the democratic process. The
younger generations tended to elect rel-iqious figures and a
radical movement that was based strongly on anti-western
rhetoric or did not serve the western interests. The
politicians of non-Western countries portrayed themselves
as nat j-onalists, reliqious f igures . These types of
politicj-ans tended to do better than pro-western
politicians in many parts of the world today. In addition,
their native religions became appealing to younger people
in the non-western worrd because people perceived prowestern values as a lost sense of pride (Huntington, p.
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. The movement s of pre se rv j-ng indi genous culture s
equality
fostered a sense of identity and intellectual
among newer generations who did not think the West provided
them with their own pride. PeopIe become anti-Western due
to being perceived as having inferior heritage rather than
finding the flaws in the Western values.
During early postcolonial periods, the first wave of
non-Western elite groups received college education and
further trainlng from the countries of former colonizers.
They used Western Ianguages for communication and
profoundly adapted the Western val-ues and lif estyle. The
second generations of young people were mostly educated in
their home countries, which the native language was used
for the school instruction (Hunt j-ngton, p. 31-40) . As a
result , knowledge was pas sed on through the indigenous inray
The younger generation resented the West
of translation.
because the elites in business and government of their
countries were trained in the West. They tried to find an
indigenous role model that inspired them to fit with their
39
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commonality.
The problems of the Third World countries were
dramatized through the mass media, which provoked the
confrontation and division between developed countries and
developing countries. The mass medj-a often portrayed the
Western World as separate from the rest. They tried to
unify the Atlantic identity from other oceans and
continents. After the World War II. America was the
missionary agent of WesterntzaLion who exported to the
world Hollywood movies, consumer goods, pop music, clothing
and American militarism. The Western media coverage was
extensive and worldwide in regards to the human rights
issues and ethnic cleansing in Yugoslavia. In the West, t.he
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cries for stopping genocide in Yugoslavia were so strong in
both medj-a and public support, but they of ten ignored the
qenocide that occurred in Rwanda and Cambodia. This made
the non-Western people believe that the lives of nonWestern people are worth much less than the lives of
Western people.

Overcoming the Negative Impact of Westernlzation
Without empowerment of weaker, poorer nations and
absorbing the voice of concerned of non-Western people or
the Third World nations who often were pushed aside in the
decision making process; the world wil-l- continue to be
divided. The international resolution for peace, security
and cooperation will be subject to confrontation,
suspicions and counterproductive outcomes. For leadership,
empowerment means incorporating other people's values and
ideas j-nto the decision-making process. Western people can
empower the non-Western people through accul_turation
instead of assimilation.
To empower people, leaders have
to make an effort to become knowledgeable about other
principle cultural values of the different people in the
workforce or group. rurthermore, people should respect
other people's values, encourage their contribution and
create organizaLional synergy that lead to creativity and
innovatlon ( Simon, Va zqaez & Harris, p. 4 ) .
Today, the world is connected through cyberspace.
People receive enormous information from aII over the
worl-d. Some inf ormation are the global stressors such as
economic recession, terrorist,
sabotage, wars/ ethnic
cleansing, Musl-im fundamentalist, suspect of f oreign spy
and computer virus. These 91oba1 stressors can produce
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resentment and bigot.ry against someone who is different
from us. It is intensified when the stories is dramatized
through mass media. Without careful consideration, these
glohal stressors can produce great damage to the harmony of
lndividual relations / organizations and communities . It
can lead to the scapegoat of non-Western people who are
recently influx to the West. These people can he newcomersf
refugees, immigrants, expatriates, naturalized ci-tizens and
nei-ghbors . In some cases / it creates situations that of ten
People often show
make a person prone to fight or flight.
some concerns about the potential danger of " foreigners"
within our land, or working within their organLZations. In
the hiqh tech information or technology, the organtzaLions
are required to step up the security concerns. It is quite
challenging to organi zations that try to maintain high
security alert without provoking racial or ethnic hatred
and stereotypes of particul-ar groups and without violating
the civil rights of indlviduals who fit into the profile.
Our own culture does not equip us for livinq in the
multicultural world that is ful-1 of relativities.
If we
anticipate cultural- dif f erences, then we have to open
ourselves to be infl-uenced by other cultures. It is wrong
to create stereotypes about cul-tures or individuals. Every
culture has its ambiguities and inconsistencies, ds wel-l as
individuals and groups within a culture who are different
from the norm (Simons, Vazquez & Harris, p.:12) . People
have to commit to learn about our own culture and as well
as other cul-ture. rt allows people to gain a broader
perspective and helps us to be more effective in the g1oba1
mar

ket
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People have to elimi-nate the myth of globa Ltzation,
free trade that gives the public only a half truth or
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ambiguities about j-ssues. In the West, multinational
companies and interest groups try very hard to promote
They believe that globalizaLion is
economic globaltzation.
inevitable because the historical force and information
technology allow major companies to move a flow of capital
and goods at lighting speed. People can conlmunicate f rom
all over the worl-d through the Internet . In f act,
globaltzation will allow companies to execute business
operations at faster pace only when their governments fully
support it. GlobaLtzation is the agenda of larger nations
and multinatj-onal- corporations who want to move their
operation from one place to another without regulation.
In
addition, it easily allows them to achieve the bottom line
and competitiveness at the expense of the poor while
generating wealth from many poorer nations for a few
wealthy countries.
It is also a flaw to believe that free trade wiII
Iead to the trickle down effect from the business that
create jobs for the poor and will lead to raising the
standard of living of non-Western people . In fact, free
trade is ahout economic integration that wanted to
guarantee the right of multinational corporations to move
goods and services wherever they wish without adding any
extra costs of production. E'ree trade is also about finding
cheap lahor at one poor corner of the world and selling at
a much higher price in the market of developed countrj-es.
The system of classification
that differentlates the
Eirst World and the Third World 1s ambiguous and
incomprehensibl-e. The term * Third worrd" is non- sense
because many non-Western countries are at varying stages of
development. rn addition, the term 'Third world' did not
even originate in the Third World at all but in post-war
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France. It was the Gau1list approach that used the movement
as the maj or opponent of European dependence on the United
States by rallying Western Europe in the face of the new
threat from the Eastern Europe (Worsley, p.307).
Culturally I economically, the term 'Third World creates the
percepti-on of 'negatlve and inf erior groups of people' It
is impossible to generalLZe about it in a comprehensive
sense. The terns 't global North and global South" are more
frequently used. Now there is wide recognition that "Third
WorId is demeaning. Therefore both non-Western and Western
people have to view the process of moderni zaLion as still
in the early and experimental stage of development.
Moderni zation also has different meaning because it
depends on the historical/
social, cultural and economic
conditions of the countries. Non-Western people want to
modernize their societies based on their own civil
foundations, and in their own traditional forms, rdther
than imported or borrowed from the West. That way, it shows
the respect and revital ;-zaLion of indigenous cultures . The
non-Western leaders must revital LZe indigenous cultures and
traditions along the path of j-ndustrial Lzation. Non-Western
culture must preserve its distinctive way and absorb
technical and scientific elements of modernity that they
import from elsewhere.
The confrontation between the West and non-Western
world becomes self -destruct j-ve. Every economic and
political
system has its f l-aws. When people try to separate
the wesLern civiLtzation from the others, it is a selfprophecy and is a counterproductive approach.
fulfilling
People have to see modernizaLion as the process of mutual
adaptation in order to fit the need of society. The
emergence of mixed systems that combj-ne many elements of
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is the most suitable
non-Western and Western civiltzation
Ieaders have to
way to achieve prosperity. Multicultural
bridge the differences between Western and non-Western
traditions.
Concl-us

ion

listening to the
voices of unfortunate people. Good leaders listen
passlonately and are empathetic to the poor. Leaders must
be able to absorb the suffering of others, and balancing
the interests of the mainstream as well as minority people.
Leaders of non-Western, developing countries must have a
courage, action-oriented character to challenge the status
quo, out of date traditional practice that inhibit socialand economic progress. Courage as well- as humanity must go
hand in hand when it comes to making decisions that effect
l ive l- ihood o f unf ortunate people .
Westerni zat j-on plays a crucial role in the process
of shaping moderni zaLion of non-Western countr j-es . Some of
the Western vafues such as democracy, freedom and selfdetermination have inspired many groups of non-Western
people to struggle for those ideals. However/
WesternLZation created imperfect outcomes such as new roots
of raci sm I a f ew winners and many losers j-n the f ree market
and the suppression of development of indigenous cultures
of non-Western people. It is up to Western leaders and
their people to find the common ground and become a more
dynamic society by selecting the best of the West and the
best of non-Western civiltzations.
This selection wiII
create a new modeI, which can take human dignity to a
higher level of prosperity.
Non-Western peopte must commit
Good leadership requires actively
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to the path of moderni zaLion with their own historical- and
cul-tural f oundations . However I non-Western people should
not took to the Western values as hlueprints, but as
historical Iessons and inspiration. With their own
and distinctive cultures. non-Western people
intellectual
will undoubtedly find their own formulae of success.
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